The paper discusses a geometrical solution to perform the path analysis for an industrial 6R serial robot; the proposed solution represents, for the particular manipulator, an alternative to the general efficient numerical methods. The solution is conceived on the basis of a mechanism geometric decomposition, to calculate an input-output trigonometric equation in the last wrist angular joint co-ordinate. The roots are numerically singled out. By the found roots, representing the last wrist co-ordinates, all the joint sets (up to sixteen), solving the displacement analysis, are analytically worked out. The algorithm has been conceived and written to control an industrial painting robot; it has been tested and applied in production, with a worst-case running time amounting to eight milliseconds.
Introduction
The solution of displacement analysis problems is fundamental, for computer controlled robots. It consists in computing the joint displacement sets satisfying a given endeffector pose (the end-effector position and orientation). Displacement analysis solutions are useful: at the design phase, to compute the robot workspace and to operate functional optimisation; at the development phase, for the control design; at the utilisation phase, for the off-line programming and calibration [1] . Moreover, they are useful too whenever computer animation is requested: the solution is computed online, a time each control sampling step on industrial computer platforms. To run the all control algorithms, the computation time has to have a sufficiently low share of the control clock. The kinematics design and calibration can be performed offline, and no pressing computation-time limit reasonably exists.
The case of the 6 dof serial manipulators, endowed with turning pairs and arbitrary shaped links (6R manipulators), has been one of the most interesting, due to the industrial applications spread [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The explicit solution to the displacement analysis can be found only in the cases of particularly simple mechanical architectures, such as when three consecutive joint axes intersect in a common point or when their directions are parallel [9, 10] : no such formulation exists, for the general case.
Numerical solutions are available: they are based on iterative solving (e.g.: by Newton's method) the systems of equations expressing the mechanism consistency; an errorfunction, representing the difference between actual and desired tool poses, is minimised. Given the initial set of values, the algorithm quickly converges. Problems concern the choice of the error-function: this measures the differences between the tool point co-ordinates together with differences between vector directions, and is not dimensionally homogeneous. Moreover, not all the possible solutions are singled out, and the running time and the reached solutions greatly depend on the initial set of values.
Efficient algebraic-numerical methods have been proposed, basing on solving systems of purposely re-arranged equations, using techniques like eigen-value decomposition [11] , continuation method [12] , Sylvester dialytic elimination [13] . The two main general methods to solve the displacement analysis have been suggested by Lee and Liang [14] , and by Raghavan and Roth [3, 15, 16, 17] . The first one refers to the closed loop mechanism obtained considering the robot frame like a seventh link connected to the robot hand by an added pin. A previous work, by Duffy and Crane [18] , reduces the solution of the general 7-link 7-R loop mechanism, to a thirty-second degree input-output equation: in [14] , the loop mechanism is solved as a sixteenth degree polynomial in the tan-half-angle of M. Zoppi, "Effective backward kinematics for a 6R painting robot", ASME Design Engineering Technical Conferences and Computers and Information in Engineering Conference DETC02, Montreal, Canada, September 29-October 2, 2002 http://www.dimec.unige.it/PMAR/ MECH TOC any one of the joint co-ordinates. The method is also clearly outlined in [19] .
The Raghavan and Roth method implicitly refers, once again, to the analogy between six-links open and seven-link closed chains, but an alternative formulation is suggested. Problem is stated equating the product of the transformation matrices along the manipulator, to the matrix describing the hand reference frame, by respect to the reference frame solid to the base link (the hand pose is known, being input to the displacement analysis). The described method yields a single sixteenth degree polynomial in the tan-half-angle of one of the internal joint co-ordinates. The real roots represent the values the joint co-ordinate assumes in the different possible robot configurations (sixteen, at most). The full set of values, corresponding to each real root, is calculated solving three more simple sub-systems of equations; the last angle is singled out by substitution. Usually a sixteenth degree polynomial in the third joint variable is preferred and the sixth one is the last obtained joint value; re-arranging the initial matrix equation, the polynomial may be written in each joint co-ordinate. In [17] , the Raghavan and Roth method is examined and organised in an efficient and fit for implementation form. The sixteenth degree polynomial is obtained expanding the determinant of a twelve per twelve matrix depending on the tan-half-angle of only one of the joint co-ordinates (usually the third, as previously mentioned). The reduction to an eigenvalues problem is computationally more efficient: to expand the determinant and solve the resulting polynomial is numerically unstable and time-expensive [11] . In [17] , the authors suggest the algorithm to speed up and apply in practice the method. Neglecting detailed analysis, nevertheless it is worth noting the need of numerical conditioning and matrix rank computation steps (by singular value decomposition); moreover, sometimes solution accuracy needs be improved, e.g., by Newton's method. The QR algorithm, for computing the eigen-value decompositions, requests the highest rate of the whole runningtime [17] ; the solving path branches depending on the results of the matrix rank tests.
Both the methods outlined in [17] and [19] may be applied in industrial robot programming. First aim of this paper is to describe a solution, alternative to the mentioned methods, for the displacement analysis of a particular 6R robot. The solution is obtained by deriving an input-output equation in the sixth joint co-ordinate. The input-output equation, widely tested, has shown to be stable in the whole robot workspace. Uncertainty in determining some joint value is encountered nearby singular configurations, but may be purposely managed. The equation is built referring to a geometric decomposition of the manipulator into two simpler sub-mechanisms; the chain consistency is imposed to obtain, jointing in sequence the sub-mechanisms, the same kinematics of the whole manipulator. The described method leads to an input-output equation, like in [14] and [16;17] . Second aim of the paper is to suggest that, when the manipulator geometry allows, algorithms based on a geometric decomposition of the mechanism into more simple submechanisms offer better reliability and software simplicity of implementation and maintenance than the previously recalled approaches. Running time can be larger, usually not significantly, but the fast increment of the industrial controller computing performance, in the last years, allows to neglect it. The equations, written referring to the sub-mechanisms, involve a sub-set of the robot internal co-ordinates. The mechanism reduction can lead to a single-unknown equation, complying with numerical or, at times, analytical solution. Solved the equation, to calculate the full set of joint co-ordinates, each root is put into the relations expressing the geometric consistency of the mechanism sub-chains, operating by consecutive substitution.
The mechanism discussed in this paper is an industrial painting robot and the proposed algorithm has been implemented and applied in the on-line control (Fig.1) . The robot architecture characterises by the planarity of the first three links. The plane orientation depends on the first joint angle. This architecture has been conceived to satisfy painting requirements; joint orientations and offsets have been chosen to grant high dexterity when moving around the objects. Starting from the wrist pose and referring to the whole geometric consistency, a trigonometric equation is developed, only involving the displacement of the sixth joint (wrist joint). No explicit solution is sought: a numerical approach is suggested to rapidly single out the roots. Thereafter, all the possible robot configurations are worked out by substitution in an effective sequence of relations, in keeping with the relative orientations of the revolute pair axes. The described algorithm has been implemented in the on-line control system ( Fig.2-a) and efficiently applied in the off-line task programming by virtual animation developed to include the 3D models of the objects to paint (Fig.2-b) . 
The backward path analysis procedure
The analysed robot is the 6 dof serial manipulator sketched in Fig.3 , endowed with revolute pairs and constant length links. The link reference frames are chosen accordingly the DenavitHartemberg convention (Tab.1). The joint angles are measured in keeping with the body reference frames (right-hand angles between the e 1i axes of following link reference frames, being e ri the r-th unit-length vector of the i-th frame). The first revolute pair connects the robot arm to the frame; the sixth body is the end-effector: its orientation and position are input values to accomplish the displacement analysis. 4 , in a common plane π 1 belonging to the proper sheaf of planes having axis in O with direction e 30 ; the π 1 angular position depends on the R 10 displacement and is measured by θ 1 . Neglecting to consider the constraint imposed by the connection R 54 and given the space co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of point O 4 , at most four configurations of the sub-mechanism 1,2,3,4, satisfy the whole mechanism consistency. The R 43 displacement is still undetermined.
Two boolean parameters C 1 and C 2 may be introduced, admitting values {-1;1} and distinguishing the four arrangements (Fig.4) . The first joint displacement complies with:
The directions of the third link can be computed as functions of O 4 , solving the chain 1,2,3,4:
being: Let consider the sub-mechanism 5,6: assigned to the sixth link a pose (meaning given the point O 6 co-ordinates and the three unit-length vectors of the sixth reference frame), the point O 4 lies on a circumference γ built around O 5 , in a plane orthogonal to e 26 . The O 4 location and the direction of e 15 only depend on the value of the θ 6 internal co-ordinate (R 65 angular displacement): sin cos
The whole mechanism is consistent when a displacement of the fourth joint (R 43 ) exists, for which e 34 and e 25 
Relation (05) represents four equations, distinguished by the values of the two boolean configuration parameters C 1 and C 2 . Each equation (05) admits, at most, four roots, which can be computed checking the sign of the left-hand side by values of θ 6 spread in the span of the sixth joint, suitably converging to the roots by bisection. The full joint sets may be reckoned substituting the point O 4 co-ordinates associated to the singled out values of θ 6 , in the relations expressing the geometric consistency of the 1,2,3,4 sub-mechanism. Fig.5 shows the plot of relation (05), being {C 1 =1; C 2 =-1} and assigned the robot geometry and a tool pose. In the general case, the curve representing relation (05) is real in only a subset of the wrist span. Fig.6 shows, super-imposed, the mechanism configurations corresponding to the four found roots (Fig.5) . D i labels the four configurations, being i from one, lower root of (05), to four, upper root. Point O 4 lies on the γ circumference. 
Algorithm implementation in the robot controller
The described algorithm has been implemented in the control software of the industrial painting robot Roby6, programmed, until then, teaching by doing. Goal was to allow the synthesis of the tool path by interpolation of a set of given tool poses, defined analysing the object shape to improve the painting operations. The control system has been endowed with a man-machine interface simulating the painting process. The working sequence is graphically tested by animation of a robot mock-up. The algorithm has been implemented in C++ language, directly intelligible to the control unit. The efficiency has been increased to lower the running time. The control software is based on a C-class storing two sets of parameters, one constant with the robot shape, one tool-pose depending, and all the functions the algorithm has been split off. The displacement analysis solution is based on a main function, named "zeros()", managed by the flow function "NextConf()", governing the computation of the joint sets corresponding to the given tool pose (Fig.7) . When some portion of γ is not reachable by the end-point of chain 1,2,3,4, the corresponding values of θ 6 make the lefthand-side of relation (05), complex. To single out the roots of (05), the function "zeros()" checks the interval of the admitted sixth joint mobility by a sequence of equally-spaced values. Given the test value to θ 6 , a support function evaluates the subset of parameters to forecast if relation (05) is real or complex: it depends on the argument sign of a square root. When two successively evaluated values of (05) are real and have opposite signs, the root is singled out by bisection; when complex values arise, the root searching is properly steered. In the implemented software, the span of the sixth joint is assessed by mean of hundredth degree afar values, and the bisection converges up to four decimals. The function "zeros()", stores all computed roots and associates to each one, the values of the parameters, reckoned during the root singling out. During the following step, the flow-managing function calls "inver()", which computes the full set of joint values associated to each stored root. An effective and stable calculation scheme has been implemented to turn down the calculation time. All the singled out configurations are checked and only the ones, complying with the joints mobility ranges, are considered. To each tool pose, the displacement analysis algorithm may associate up to sixteen joint sets (appendix B shows a sample case of sixteen configurations). The homogeneity of the subsequent robot layout is considered, when interpolating between given tool poses. To avoid mechanism jumps, the robot controller has to chose the next configuration closer to the previous one; when a bifurcation occurs, the controller has to manage the choice keeping the robot conveniently inside the joint spans, taking into account obstacles eventually intersecting the workspace. To manage the choice of the next robot configuration from the list of the singled out ones, the flow function calls the function "PrfConf()", choosing a "preferred" configuration. Two kinds of comparisons are performed: the robot configuration is compared to the last-accepted one; its joint values are compared to the joint mobility. The displacement analysis follows a straight path; no bifurcation occurs.
The described algorithm has been tested on the control platform of the painting robot, endowed with an AMD AM5X86 132 MHz. The average running time measured amounts to eight milliseconds in the worst case, with a wrist mobility of 4.2 rad and a checking step of 0.01 rad, converging by bisection up to 10 -4 . A quantitative estimation of the running time as equivalent number of sums and products is possible, measuring the number of operations exerted by "zeros()" to conclude a single checking step, with a real (05) left hand side. The worst case corresponds to a root of relation (05) on the far extremity of the wrist span: here, the running time is sum of a single "zeros()" computation, many times as the mobility span divided for the checking step. It has been preferred to refer to a measured running time on the computing system on which, really, the software runs. Compared to the joint span, the checking interval needs to be small enough to single out roots of relation (05) closed each other below a threshold. Reducing the threshold turn down the entity of the possible jumps, when choosing a preferred direction in mechanism bifurcation.
Conclusions
The path analysis of the serial 6R robots, in the last twenty years, has been deeply analysed. General methods have been proposed, suggesting lower running times if numerically solving systems of lower-degree equations, instead of a single, higher-degree, input-output equation. Problems are encountered in the choice of an error-function to minimise, expressing the error between actual and desired robot configurations; moreover, not all the solutions are singled out. Methods and solving techniques have been proposed, to derive efficient input-output equations in any one of the joint variables for every mechanism geometry. When running times are comparable or slightly larger, the computational efficiency of the actual industrial computer controllers allows to prefer to a faster method, algorithms more simple to be implemented, showing high reliability, and not requiring complex solving libraries. A geometry-based method has been presented, to solve the displacement analysis of a particular 6R serial robot. The method suggests the reduction of the mechanism chain to two sub-chains, the former one lying in a plane and having displacement function of the spatial location of its extreme point, the latter one only depending on the wrist pose. A consistency equation in the sixth joint angle has been deduced, imposing to the chain made concatenating the two sub-chains, the same kinematics of the whole robot. An effective algorithm is mentioned, to efficiently single out the roots of the consistency equation. Hints are suggested to calculate the full joint sets corresponding to a given tool pose. The algorithm has been implemented in the control system of an industrial painting robot, to on-line interpolate a sequence of tool poses.
The method, efficiently tested in production, improves the painting operations referring to the 3D CAD models of the manufacturing objects. Running time has been measured on the control hardware of the painting robot, obtaining an average value of approximately eight milliseconds in the worst case.
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